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like the soccer cleat reviews that we offer? Well, if you do then you will definitely like this
product called Nike Mens Tiempo Genio Leather Soccer as this is one of the coolest soccer
cleat that you will find around. Well, to be really honest, this is not a product of some extreme
level but if you are an everyday person like most other out there, there is no reason that why
you will not like this product. As always, we will start our review with the features followed by the
pros, the cons and finally we will see the final words to conclude. <br/> <br/>Features of Nike
Tiempo Leather Wolf Grey/Green Strike-Black Soccer Cleats <br/> <br/>Amazon recently
launched an interesting feature for their shoe category which shows how many of the users are
satisfied with the fitting of their shoes. Interestingly, around 66% said that this cleat has fitted
perfectly where 17% said it was too small. Therefore, you need to make sure that you are not
ending up buying a small shoe while shopping for this one. <br/> <br/>Nike Tiempo soccer
shoes <br/> <br/>button <br/> <br/>The Fabric <br/>The shoe has been built with quality fabric.
It has full grain leather inside which will ensure comfort for your feet. The synthetic parts play
their roles too but the main benefit comes from the fabrics. The fabrics are well made and it will
give not only comfort but also safety to your feet. <br/> <br/>Variety <br/>If you are looking for a
variety of sizes then this is the one that you should go for. Not only sizes, the cleat comes with
lots of colors too such as green strike, black, black strike and all of them have that slick Nike
mark and look. <br/> <br/>The Pros of Nike Tiempo Legend V FG - Wolf Grey/Green
Strike-Black Soccer Cleats
<br/>http://www.arrivedsoccer.com/images/soccer/Nike-Tiempo-Legend-V-FG-Wolf-Grey-Green
-Strike-Black201507116957.jpg <br/>Obviously, a great fabric is not the only reason that why
you will buy this shoe. There are other reasons too which will be mentioned in this section: <br/>
<br/> Great ball feel <br/> Quality sole <br/> Zero pressure <br/> Good price <br/>The Cons of
Nike Tiempo Leather Strike Soccer <br/>Let�s know about the negative sides of this cleat too
so that you can decide yourself properly. <br/> <br/> The size issue that we discussed in the
introduction <br/> Won�t last long in wet weather <br/>  <br/>Please click here to see our Best
Soccer Cleats 2016 List</font><br/><font
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